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represent data which can used to do the crashing project,
therefore this paper represents a method to calculate data from
double timestamp event log which is used to do the crashing
project.

Abstract—Time and Cost Optimization (TCO) may be
described as a process to identify appropriate construction
activities to get the minimum duration of process and minimum
additional cost which are needed. Critical Path Method (CPM)
crashing project is one of methods to solve the time and cost
optimization. But CPM crashing project needs some data to
speed up the process business and in reality there are a lot of data
which are represented using double timestamp event log.
Therefore this paper represents a method to get data which are
used in the crashing project. The data are obtained from average
execution of activity duration in each case of event log. Then, to
do the crashing project, this paper uses non-linear modeling to
get minimum activity duration and minimum additional cost.

II. RELATED WORK
A. Business Process Model
A set of linked activities which is produced for specific
service is the definition of the business process [8]. Business
process has information about where and when the activities
are executed, input and output of activity, initial condition
before activity is executed and final condition after activity is
executed [9]. The characteristics of the business process itself
are as follows:
1) Have a specific purpose
2) Have a specific input
3) Have a specific output
4) Utilize resource
5) Have an activity that can be executed in a certain
order [12]
6) It can involve more than one organization

Keywords—time and cost optimization; CPM crashing project;
double timestamp event log; non-linear modeling

I. INTRODUCTION
Cost effective in business process is an important issue in
optimization problem [1]. There are two basis important
domains in cost effective, namely management of project time
and management of project cost [2]. Problem of Time and
Cost Optimization (TCO) is a problem which describes
crossover of the two basis important domains [3].

Business process model can represents business process
correctly [10]. There are a lot of ways to represent business
process model, such as UML, Causal Net, BPEL, BPMN,
EPC, PNML, etc [14]. Each type of model has different
characteristic, such as Petri Net uses token to connect the
activity in the business process model, while in Causal Net,
the activity can be connected directly.

In the late 1950s, Critical Path Method (CPM) was
introduced. Researchers and practitioners give attention to the
TCO and they have produced many publications including the
areas of optimization models and optimization methods. CPM
crashing project is one of the methods to solve time and cost
tradeoff problem. Time and cost optimization problem itself
has two mainly aspects; the activity duration which needs to
be decreased [4] and amount of activity duration which needs
to be decreased [5].

B. Critical Path Method (CPM)
One of algorithms for process planning is Critical Path
Method (CPM). Critical path is obtained from the longest path
from a process model. CPM is needed to discover critical path
of a process model. The transformation of critical path gives
big impact to total duration of the process model. If an activity
is late, then the whole process may be late too. In contrast, if
an activity is faster than usual, then the whole process is faster
than usual too. Therefore, the information about critical path is
really important. CPM is frequently used in business process
optimization [11].

To solve the TCO problem using CPM, many different
ways of optimization methods have been proposed. The model
of CPM is represented using either exact mathematical
programming methods or approximate heuristics methods.
This paper uses non-linear modeling to make model of CPM
crashing project. There are a lot of model of data which
represents business process. Double timestamp event log is
one of the data which often exists in real world [6]. Double
timestamp event log has the data of activity which exists in
business process, execution of activity duration in each case of
event log; start time and end time, and the activity cost in each
case of event log [7], but double timestamp event log does not
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One of CPM’s techniques is crash duration. Crash
duration is a technique to crash activity duration and activity
cost using linear modeling. Crash duration is used to get the –
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This paper uses the type of AON critical path on a
network or business processes for determining the duration of
the business process. Besides being used to determine the
length of one of the business process, CPM crashing project
method is also used as the basis for optimization duration. The
basis is the calculation of cost slope and time slope, which will
be used to be a constant role in the mathematical model of the
non-linear modeling [15].

Fig. 1. Serial Form.

C. Optimization using Linear Programming
From the calculation of optimization data in [16], then
they use linear programming to optimize the data to get
minimum duration with minimum additional cost. The steps
are:
1) Calculate the normal duration and the minimum
duration of business process.
2) Find the critical path from business process using
Critical Path Method.
3) Choose the activity with the smallest crash cost
from the critical path.
4) Calculate maximum crash amount of the chosen
activity.
5) Crash the chosen activity with the maximum crash
amount.

Fig. 2. Join Form.

Fig. 3. Split Form.

6) Update normal duration of the chosen activity.
7) Update normal duration of business process.
8) Update additional cost (z) using linear modelling.

smallest duration of business process. Resource allocation
from a non-critical path to the critical path can fasten the
duration of business process. However, this action affects the
quality of produced product.

Constraint:

Critical path diagram is obtained from a network (network
diagram) which shows the relationship and sequence of
activities in a project. In general, network diagram is drawn
using the Activity on Node (AON) and Activity on Arrow
(AOA) [11].

9) Do step 1-8 until reaching the minimum duration.

In the AON, the project activity is represented by a point
(node), while in the AOA, the project of activity is represented
by arrows (arrow). Project activities that precede/ a
requirement to do any other activity referred to predecessor.
Fig. 1, to Fig. 3, show the relationship in the project activity
using AOA and AON.

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
There are two main steps in this method. First, calculate
optimization data and then, optimize the data using non-linear
modeling.
A. Step in Calculate Optimization Data
Business process model optimization which uses CPM
crashing project needs two types of time and two types of cost.
Types of time and cost which are needed in crashing project
are:

In Fig. 1, (serial form) is shown three project activities,
namely S, T, and U. In Fig. 1, is shown that the activity of S is
predecessor for T activity, while the activity of T becomes
predecessor for activity U. In Fig. 2, (join form), it was shown
that the activity of S and T be predecessor for U of activity, or
in other words, it can be said that the activity could be carried
out if the U, S and T activity has been carried out beforehand.
In Fig. 3, (split form) shows activity to activity predecessor S
into T and U. This shows that the activity of T and U, S can be
implemented if the activity has been carried out beforehand.

x Normal Duration
The time which is required to complete an activity with
normal existing resources without additional cost in a
project.
x Crash Duration
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The time which is required to shorten the duration is
shorter than the normal duration.
x Normal Cost
The cost which is incurred by project completion in
normal duration.
x Crash Cost
The cost which is incurred by project completion within
the period of duration of its crash. The cost after
crashing project would be greater than the normal cost.

of activity duration. And to determine the crash cost of each
activity, we add normal cost with standard deviation of the
activity cost.

All activities in business process should have the two
types of time and two types of cost. Double timestamp event
log does not know the information about the normal duration,
crash duration, and crash cost of each activity. Therefore this
paper proposes a method to calculate optimization data using
non-linear modeling.
a.

Calculate Normal Duration and Normal Cost
The normal activity duration is obtained from average the
activity duration in each case of event log. Meanwhile, the
normal activity cost is obtained from average the activity cost
in each case of event log. Before we calculate the normal
activity duration, we need to calculate the execution of activity
duration which is obtained by subtracting the activity duration
1 with the activity duration 2. For example, activity Y is
output of activity X, then the execution of activity duration X
is substraction of activity duration Y with activity duration X.

Fig. 4. Cost Slope.

c.

Calculate Upper Bound and Lower Bound
We need to know the upper bound and lower bound of the
activity duration. The activity duration will be divided
properly by using a range of lower bound and upper bound
[13]. We can determine upper bound and lower bound using
(4).
(4)

(1)

Constraint:

where the symbols mean:
: execution of activity duration
: activity duration 1
: activity duration 2
After we get all execution of activity duration in all cases of
event log, then we calculate the normal duration of activity
using (2).

lower bound
upper bound
d.

: lower bound activity duration (i,j);
0, lower bound upper bound
: upper bound activity duration (i,j);
0

Calculate Time Slope and Cost Slope

Time and cost tradeoff has priority to activities which
have the lowest time slope and the lowest cost slope. Time
slope is the maximum time which can be generated for the
crashing project. To calculate the time slope, we can use (5).

(2)
where the symbols mean:
: normal activity duration
: execution of activity duration in case i
: frequency of activity in event log (case that contain
the activity)
After we calculate the normal activity duration, then we
calculate the normal activity cost. Event log contains the
activity cost in each case of event log. Therefore, to get the
normal activity cost, we calculate average the activity cost in
each case using (3).

(5)
where the symbols mean:
: time slope of activity i,
i ∈ {activity}
: normal activity duration i, i ∈ {activity}
crash duration of activity i, i ∈ {activity}
Cost slope is the value ratio between all the increased
costs. We obtain the cost slope by accelerating project
completion time. To calculate the cost slope, we can use (6).
In Fig. 4, we show the illustration of cost slope.

(3)
where the symbols mean:
: normal activity cost
: activity cost in case i

(6)
where the symbols mean:
: cost slope of activity i,
: normal activity cost i,
: cost crash of activity i,

b.

Calculate Normal Cost and Crash Cost
The crash time of each activity is obtained by reducing
normal activity duration with standard deviation of execution
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: normal activity duration i, i ∈ {activity}
: crash duration of activity i, i ∈ {activity}

IV. EVALUATION
The experiment uses process model in Fig. 5. Process
model in Fig. 5, has event log such as in Fig. 6. Event log
in Fig. 6, does not has data which are compatible to –
TABLE I.
Activity

Fig. 5. Process Model.

Fig. 6. Fragment of event log.

B. Optimization Using Non-Linear Modeling
From the calculation of optimization data in section III A,
then we use non-linear modeling to optimize the data to get
minimum duration with minimum additional cost. The steps of
non-linear modeling are explained as follows:
1) Calculate normal duration and minimum duration of
business process.
2) Calculate normal cost and crash cost of business
process.
3) Calculate the time slope and cost slope of business
process.
4) Calculate the upper bound and lower bound.
5) Find critical path from business process using Critical
Path Method.
6) Calculate the coefficient of time distribution using (7)

Normal
Duration

Cost Slope

Normal
Cost

Crash
Cost

Sending Good
Receive

5.375

122637.591

338087.1

569644.97

Getting
receive

6.289

125764.061

271865.8

537229.43

Bale opening

11.112

43418.041

384192.4

576546.51

Conditioning
of MMP Fiber

2.302

443420.542

250027.7

477389.29

Air
current
blowing
Striking cotton

3.557

341947.435

588024

923573.86

4.601

141466.417

370134.9

612841.43

Carding

10.668

90604.781

439227.9

693768.57

Drawing frame

8.797

92198.827

452087.86

683999.75

Combing

8.698

64004.602

425811.1

609426.25

Ring framing

9.537

43531.483

331152.2

513673.51

Cone winding

5.569

68066.629

365419.4

555446.12

Blending

4.476

73385.306

346643.3

535355.06

Good

TABLE II.
Activity
Sending
Good
Receive
Getting
Good
receive
Bale opening
Conditioning of
MMP Fiber
Air
current
blowing
Striking cotton
Carding
Drawing frame
Combing
Ring framing
Cone winding
Blending

Coefficient of time distribution = normal duration – crash
duration
(7)
7) Update normal duration of the chosen activity.
8) Update normal duration of business process.
9) Update additional cost (Min Z) using non-linear
modeling using (8).

DATA CALCULATION RESULTS USING (1), (2), (3), (6)

DATA CALCULATION RESULTS USING (4), (5)
Lower Bound
2.173

Upper Bound
8.174

Time Slope
1.889

3.488

9.989

2.112

5.247
1.639

18.561
3.029

4.431
0.513

2.805

5.166

0.981

1.108
6.772
4.602
5.097
2.587
0.651
0.584

6.714
15.591
12.175
13.397
15.206
7.369
8.096

1.716
2.809
2.515
2.869
4.193
2.792
2.572

use in optimation using CPM crashing project. Therefore, we
use (1), (2), (3), and (6) to get the optimization data.
The data which are generated using (1), (2), (3), and (6) are
shown in Table I. After we calculate the normal duration, cost
slope, normal cost, and crash cost, then we calculate the upper

Min Z = ∑(Cost Slope of Activity i*(Normal Duration of
(8)
Activity i – Crash Duration of Activity i)2)
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bound, lower bound, and time slope using (4) and (5). The
results are shown in Table II.
From the calculation results, we get the critical path from
the process model:

x

Sending good receive -> Getting good receive -> Bale opening
-> Conditioning of MMP Fiber -> Air current blowing ->
Striking cotton -> Carding -> Drawing frame -> Combing ->
Ring framing -> Cone winding -> Blending.
After using time prediction to the process model, we get the
critical path and the process model is ready to be discovered
using the proposed optimization method. The process model is
shown on Fig. 7.

= Cost Slope Air current blowing * (Coefficient of
Air current blowing)2
= 341947.435 * (0.417)2
= 59526.508
Min additional Cost Striking cotton
= Cost Slope Striking cotton * (Coefficient of
Striking cotton)2
= 141466.417 * (1.009)2
= 143885.561

TABLE III.

COEFFICIENT OF CALCULATION RESULTS

Activity

We get the critical path, then we calculate the coefficient of
time distribution using (7).
x Sum Coefficient = 20.00001 (where the reduced the
time that we want)

Sending Good Receive
Getting Good receive
Bale opening
Conditioning of MMP
Fiber
Air current blowing
Striking cotton
Carding
Drawing frame
Combing
Ring framing
Cone winding
Blending

x

Fig. 7. Process Model after optimization.

x
The labels of activity in process model after optimization mean:
A : sending good receive
G : carding
B : getting good receive
H : drawing frame
C : Bale opening
I : combing
D : conditioning of MMP Fiber
J : ring framing
E : air current blowing
K : cone winding
F : striking cotton
L : blending

x

Coefficient will be squared (using the objective function of
the calculation). Small coefficient for time slope large
activities and large coefficient for time slope small activities.
It is intended to get the minimum Z value with non-linear
modeling. The results are shown in Table III.

x

x

Using (8), we calculate the minimum additional cost using
non-linear modeling each activity in process model. Minimum
additional cost is calculated for each activity which belong to
the critical path in process model.
x Min additional Cost Conditioning of MMP Fiber
= Cost Slope Conditioning of MMP Fiber *
(Coefficient of Conditioning of MMP Fiber)2
= 443420.542 * (0.322)2
= 45904.538
x Min additional Cost Air current blowing

x

x
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Normal
Duration

Crash
Duration

5.375
6.289
11.112
2.302

4.212
5.155
7.826
1.979

Coefficient of
Time
Distribution
1.163
1.134
3.286
0.322

3.557
4.601
10.668
8.797
8.698
9.537
5.569
4.476

3.139
3.592
9.093
7.249
6.468
6.259
3.474
2.532

0.417
1.009
1.575
1.547
2.229
3.277
2.096
1.944

Min additional Cost Getting Good Receive
= Cost Slope Getting Good Receive * (Coefficient of
Getting Good Receive)2
= 125764.061 * (1.134)2
= 161850.293
Min additional Cost Sending Good receive
= Cost Slope Sending Good receive * (Coefficient of
Sending Good receive)2
= 122637.59 * (1.163)2
= 165976.513
Min additional Cost Drawing frame
= Cost Slope Drawing frame * (Coefficient of
Drawing frame)2
= 92198.827 * (1.547)2
= 220772.317
Min additional Cost Carding
= Cost Slope Carding * (Coefficient of Carding)2
= 90604.781 * (1.575)2
= 224656.605
Min additional Cost Blending
= Cost Slope Blending * (Coefficient of Blending)2
= 73385.306 * (1.944)2
= 277370.999
Min additional Cost Cone winding
= Cost Slope Cone winding * (Coefficient of Cone
winding)2
= 68066.629 * (2.096)2
= 299044.529
Min additional Cost Combing
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x

= Cost Slope Combing * (Coefficient of Combing)2
= 64004.602 * (2.229)2
= 318023.348
Min additional Cost Ring framing
= Cost Slope Ring framing * (Coefficient of Ring
framing)2
= 43531.483 * (3.277)2
= 467591.491

from average activity duration in each case of event log.
Meanwhile, crash duration and crash cost are obtained by
reducing and adding normal duration and normal cost with
standard deviation. After we get all data, then non-linear
modeling are used to get minimum duration and minimum
additional cost. From the experiment results, we can conclude
that the time becomes 71.83 hours and the cost becomes Rp
2,853,415.853 (most optimal). As future work, we intend to
improve the calculation for both time and cost and create a
new optimization tool.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

TABLE IV.

PROCESS MODEL OPTIMIZATION RESULTS

Activity

Cost Slope

Conditioning
of
MMP Fiber
Air current blowing
Striking cotton
Getting
Good
Receive
Sending
Good
receive
Drawing frame
Carding
Blending
Cone winding
Combing
Ring framing
Bale opening

x

443420.543

Coefficient of
Time
Distribution
0.322

45904.538

341947.435
141466.417
125764.061

0.417
1.009
1.134

59526.508
143885.561
161850.293

122637.59

1.163

165976.513

92198.827
90604.781
73385.306
68066.629
64004.602
43531.483
43418.041

1.547
1.575
1.944
2.096
2.229
3.277
3.286

220772.317
224656.605
277370.999
299044.529
318023.348
467591.491
468813.436
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